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Abstract
Two versions of the X-mode Doppler reflectometry (DR) synthetic diagnostics are developed in the framework of the
ELMFIRE global GK modeling of the FT-2 tokamak ohmic discharge. In the “fast” version DR signal is computed in the
linear theory approximation using the reciprocity theorem utilizing the probing wave field pattern provided by computation
taking into account the 2D plasma inhomogeneity effects, whereas the alternative “slow” version of DR synthetic diagnostic
is based on the full-wave code IPF-FD3D describing the probing and scattered wave propagation in turbulent plasma. The
DR signal frequency spectra and the dependence of their frequency shift, width and shape on the probing antenna position are
computed and shown to be similar to those measured in the high field side probing DR experiment at the FT-2 tokamak. The
GAM characteristics provided by the measurements and by the synthetic DR are close within a 12% accuracy. However the
variation of the DR signal at growing incidence angles in experiment is slower than predicted by both synthetic diagnostics.
The substantial difference was found also in the decay of the DR signal CCFs with growing frequency shift in the probing
wave channels. The quick decrease of the RCDR coherence observed in the experiment and full-wave synthetic diagnostic
compared to the fast synthetic RCDR is attributed to the phase modulation of the probing wave in the former two cases due to
the long-scale density fluctuations, which is shown to be close to π/4 both in the specially performed measurements and in
the GK modelling. In spite of the fact that this value indicates only the beginning of the transition to the fluctuation
reflectometry nonlinear regime, which therefore is not influencing the DR spectra, it already has a strong influence on the
RCDR performance.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The anomalous energy transport remains the main unresolved enigma on the way to the realisation of magnetic
confinement fusion using the tokamak concept. According to the present day understanding [1, 2] the anomalous
transport is determined by the multi-scale drift-wave turbulence and is strongly dependent on the nonlinear
interaction of its components, such as large-scale mean EB flows, meso-scale zonal flows and fine-scale microturbulence excited due to specific profiles of plasma parameters. That interaction controlling the anomalous
transport has been in the focus of theoretical and experimental research in magnetically confined plasmas for a
long time. The massively parallelized particle-in-cell simulations of the gyrokinetic (GK) distribution function
and the electric field [3, 4] provide an efficient theoretical tool for studying the nonlinear turbulent plasma
dynamics, which, however, needs a validation and comprehensive benchmarking against the experimental data.
In the recent papers [5, 6] such simulations of the electron and ion distribution function from the first principles
were performed for the small research limiter tokamak FT-2 [4]. The complex interplay of the multi-scale
turbulence components was studied in simulations and successful quantitative comparison was presented with
measurements carried out at the low magnetic field side of the machine with O-mode Doppler reflectometry and
enhanced microwave scattering in the upper hybrid resonance [5, 6].
In the present paper the results of the global GK particle-in-cell simulations will be quantitatively compared to
the X-mode Doppler reflectometry experimental data obtained at the high magnetic field side of the FT-2
tokamak (these data characterize the tokamak turbulent dynamics and transport phenomena at micro, macro and
meso-scale). Doppler reflectometry (DR) is the microwave diagnostic widely used nowadays in toroidal fusion

experiments to get information on the multi-scale anomalous transport phenomena — namely, on plasma
rotation at ASDEX UG (the mean value and its oscillations) [7] and turbulence poloidal wavenumber spectrum
at Tore Supra [8]. Just recently the radial correlation modification of this technique proposed at ASDEX UG [9]
providing information on the turbulence radial structure was justified [10, 11]. Unfortunately, the interpretation
of DR data is complicated by the contribution of the poorly localized small-angle scattering along the wave
trajectory, which can lead to the overestimation of the turbulence radial correlation length in the linear scattering
regime, and to its underestimation in the strongly nonlinear regime. In the latter case the turbulence wavenumber
spectrum measurements are questionable, and only the plasma turbulence mean velocity could be determined
(however, with poor spatial resolution) [12]. Moreover, in the case of X-mode DR the turning point can not be
determined unambiguously due to the 2D propagation effects, which additionally complicates the experimental
data interpretation and its comparison with the theory predictions. Development of a synthetic diagnostics,
allowing the direct signal computation based on the results of GK modeling, could be helpful in this case both
for the interpretation of the experimental results and for the code benchmarking. In this paper two versions of the
X-mode DR synthetic diagnostics are developed in the framework of the ELMFIRE global GK modeling of the
FT-2 tokamak ohmic discharge [6]. The X-mode DR signal is computed both in the linear theory approximation
using the reciprocity theorem utilizing the probing wave field pattern provided by computation taking into
account the 2D plasma inhomogeneity effects [13] and by the full-wave code IPF-FD3D describing the probing
and scattered wave propagation in turbulent plasma [14]. The temporal behavior of the DR signal frequency
spectra and the dependence of its amplitude, frequency shift and shape on the probing antenna position are
computed and compared to those measured in the experiment at the FT-2 tokamak. In the case of multifrequency probing the radial correlation (RC) DR cross-correlation function (CCF) is also determined by both
synthetic diagnostics and compared to that obtained in the experiment. The role of probing wave phase
modulation in performance of RCDR is investigated both in computations and experimentally.
2.

THE EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH.

The experiment was performed at the FT-2 tokamak (a
major radius R = 55 cm, limiter radius a = 7.9 cm) in the
Ne
hydrogen ohmic discharge (with plasma current Ip = 19 kA,
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2.1 T). The actual measured electron density and
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modelling, as well as the ion temperature profile are shown
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in Fig. 1. The vertically movable (by ±2 cm) X-mode
double antenna set (shown in Fig.2) installed at high
FIG.1. The discharge parameter profiles. Density
– solid curve; electron temperature – squares; ion
magnetic field side in equatorial plane allowed plasma
temperature – triangles.
probing at variable
incidence angle with frequencies in the range fi = (50-75) GHz. It was used
both in standard DR measurements utilizing the quadrature scheme and in
the RCDR technique based on the scheme described in [15]. In the former
case the DR spectrum was obtained via averaging of 155 random DR power
spectra obtained by using Fourier transform of 12.8 microsecond samples of
the DR signal. In the latter case the reference channel generator was tuned
to the master frequency f0 =70 GHz determining the measurement position
in the vicinity of r = 5 cm, whereas another generator producing probing
signal at a slave frequency varied in the interval [1.2; 1.2] GHz around the
master frequency in 100 MHz steps was used in the second, (signal),
channel to determine the turbulence two-point CCF.
The backscattering (BS) spectra Ps ( f s  f i )  Ps ( f ) (fi and fs are probing
and scattering frequencies accordingly) measured by the X-mode DR
diagnostics at different vertical antenna displacements were presented in
[12, 12A]. It was shown there that the BS power is decreasing with growing
FIG.2. The DR experiment
antenna vertical shift corresponding to increase of the probing wave
geometry and the probing wave
incidence angle, whereas the spectra frequency shifts and width are
poloidal electric field distribution
computed at ya=1.5 cm.
increasing.
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3.

THE GK COMPUTATION APPROACH AND THE SYNTHETIC DIAGNOSTICS.

The simulations are performed with the global electrostatic particle-in-cell code ELMFIRE [3] to model the
evolution of the full distribution function of drift kinetic electrons and gyrokinetic protons and O6+ ions. The
simulation geometry has a circular cross-section and covers all the radial range. The time step is set to t = 30 ns
and spatial grid to 1105158 cells in radial (r), poloidal (), and toroidal () direction. Approximately 2400
electrons and ions are simulated per grid cell. Momentum and energy conserving binary collision operator [16] is
applied allowing the inclusion of neoclassical physics in the simulations.
The particles are initialized according to a prescribed temperature and density profiles taken close to the
experimentally measured ones (see Fig.1). The profiles are allowed to develop self-consistently in time, while
turbulence develops and heat sources and sinks, namely Ohmic heating and radiation losses, are applied. The
Ohmic heating is induced by a spatially homogeneous loop voltage [17, 18], while electrons are cooled using a
Monte Carlo model according to an impurity radiation loss distribution measured by the bolometry diagnostics.
The initial oxygen O6+ impurity density is chosen in order to provide the experimental value of Zeff = 2.2, as
determined using ASTRA modeling and experimental loop voltage measurements, with equal temperatures for
the impurities and main ions. Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions are used at the inner and outer
boundary of the simulation geometry for the electrostatic potential. Particles passing the inner boundary are
reflected back into the simulation domain whereas particles passing the outer boundary are returned to the
simulation domain as an electron-ion pair according to a probability distribution proportional to the measured
radial profile of neutral hydrogen density and at the wall temperature.
The fast synthetic X-mode DR diagnostics developed for this code [13] is based on the reciprocity theorem of
electrodynamics [19] relating the high-frequency current in the plasma volume and the signal radiated by it and
received by the antenna. The probing and backscattering wave propagation in the plasma not perturbed by
turbulence is described in the fast synthetic diagnostic by full-wave code WaveTOP2D [20]. The code solves
complete Maxwell equations in toroidal geometry accounting for the magnetic field shearing. Turbulent density
fluctuations computed in the eight toroidal cross-sections were used to obtain the DR signal lasting 0.96 ms. This
realization was divided into 0.012 ms samples in which the random Fourier spectra were calculated later used to
obtain the average DR spectrum. It should be mentioned however that the approach based on the reciprocity
theorem neglects the perturbations of the probing wave propagation caused by the density fluctuations, in
particular, multiple small-angle scattering or its strong phase modulation. In this sense it is equivalent to the so
called Born approximation linear in the fluctuation amplitude. The main merit of this approach is the possibility
of fast computations, whereas the main drawback is related to the neglecting the nonlinear effects.
The alternative “slow” DR synthetic diagnostic is free from this drawback. It is based on the full-wave code IPFFD3D describing the probing and scattered wave propagation in turbulent plasma [14] It is accounting for
perturbations introduced by density fluctuations and therefore is not limitted to the linear approximation,
however solves Maxvell equations for a single mode in the case of propagation perpendicular to the magnetic
fieild and neglecting its poloidal component and toroidicity.
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FIG.3 Comparison of DR spectra for different antenna vertical displacement. Circles –
experiment; triangles – fast synthetic DR, squares – full-wave synthetic DR.
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experimental and synthetic spectra obtained as the first and the second moment of the spectrum accordingly are
plotted as functions of the antenna vertical displacement and the turbulence poloidal wavenumber.
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FIG. 4 Dependence of the DR signal frequency shift on the
antenna vertical displacement ya. and fluctuation
wavenumber. Circles –experiment; triangles – fast synthetic
DR; squares full-wave synthetic DR.
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FIG. 5 Dependence of the DR signal frequency width (rms)
on the antenna vertical displacement ya. Circles –experiment;
triangles – synthetic DR.

The relation between the antenna displacement and the fluctuation poloidal wavenumber was obtained using the
X-mode ray-tracing (the doubled value of the probing wave poloidal wavenumber at the trajectory minimal
radial coordinate). The spectral shift data provided by the experiment and GK modeling agree surprisingly well.
The meaningful difference is only observed at the largest antenna displacement ya = ±2.0 cm. This difference is
probably due to a contribution of experimental spectrum tails becoming especially heavy and asymmetric at high
antenna displacement and correspondingly fluctuation poloidal wavenumber. The tail is opposite to the mean
frequency shift of the spectrum and presumably caused by drift modes excited in plasma at a low level and
rotating in the direction of the ion diamagnetic drift.
Fig. 4 allows us to obtain estimations for the fluctuation poloidal velocity in experiment and in the computation.
The estimation of the mean fluctuation poloidal velocity in experiment is given by
v   f D k  2.1  0.2 km/s , whereas the synthetic DR computations result in v  2.0  0.1 km/s for the fast
diagnostics and v  2.4  0.1 km/s for the full-wave one. The obtained agreement between the measured and
computed DR spectra, which are determined by the plasma flows, provides evidences in favor of correct
modeling of plasma poloidal rotation and a correct reproduction of the radial electric field behavior in the FT-2
tokamak by the ELMFIRE code.
As it is seen in Fig.5, the mean width of synthetic spectra is systematically smaller than in experiment. However
the difference is in the range of only 20 – 30 %. It could be attributed to the contribution of the spectra tails,
which are higher in the experiment.
The large backscattering spectrum width seen in Fig.5 is partly associated with strong plasma potential
oscillations caused by geodesic acoustic mode (GAM) excited in the FT-2 plasma [5, 6, 21]. These oscillations
could be extracted from the DR signal using information on the temporal behavior of the frequency shift of its
spectrum [7]. Utilizing 5 s samples of experimental and synthetic DR signal the following dynamics of the
plasma poloidal velocity shown in Fig.6 was obtained. The oscillations in the vθ(t) behavior are caused by the
GAM. The velocity oscillation amplitudes provided by measurement and fast synthetic diagnostics are close
(1.9±0.3 km/s and 1.7±0.2 km/s accordingly). The standard deviation of the velocity fluctuations determined
using DR data are also similar: 1.1 km/s is obtained in experiment and 0.9 km/s is given by the fast synthetic
diagnostics. The GAM is represented by a line in Fourier spectrum of velocity shown in Fig.7. As it is seen in
the figure, the experimental value of the GAM frequency is 40 kHz, whereas the computational value provided
by the fast synthetic diagnostics is slightly higher – 45 kHz.
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FIG. 8 Dependence of the backscattering power on the fluctuation
poloidal wavenumber. Circles –experiment; triangles – fast synthetic
DR; squares – full-wave synthetic DR.

5.

RCDR CCF COMPARISION

Inspired by a reasonable agreement of the experimental and synthetic DR spectral data we have performed the
comparison of the computed and measured RCDR CCFs using the X-mode DR antenna displaced by 2.0 cm
from the equatorial plane at the high-field side of the FT-2 tokamak. The corresponding CCFs shown in Fig.9 as
functions of the frequency difference in the master and slave channels (a) and of turning point separation (b)
appear to be different whereas the density fluctuations two-point CCF for frequency f = fs - fi = 300 kHz
computed in the measurement region based on the GK data and shown in Fig.9b is close to the measured RCDR
CCF, as it was mentioned in [15]. The CCF provided by the fast synthetic RD is much wider than the
experimental one, whereas the ful-wave synthetic CCF is situated in between, as it is seen in Fig.9a. The slow
decay of the CCF provided by fast synthetic diagnostics shown in Fig9a,b is most likely determined by the
small-angle-scattering contribution to the DR signal [10], which is not suppressed at the angle of incidence
corresponding to ya =2.0 cm. There are two possible reasons of the drastic difference between the experimental
and the fast synthetic RCDR CCFs. The first one is related to nonlinear effects, in particular, the multiple smallangle scattering, or strong probing wave phase modulation, according to theory [12, 22, 23], coming into play
with growing turbulence level. The importance of this effect for the DR diagnostics performance was shown
recently at ASDEX-upgrade [24]. The second is related to the GK code spatial grid limitations leading to
underestimation of the turbulence radial wavenumber spectrum width and thus - to overestimating of the RCDR
CCF width.
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To check the role of nonlinear effects in the FT-2 X-mode RCDR experiment we have computed and measured
the random phase perturbation of the backscattered wave and determined its rms. In the computation only the
contribution of the long-scale turbulence to the probing and scattered wave phase was taken into account. The
calculation was performed along the ray trajectory unperturbed by density fluctuations using the expression [20]
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Dependencies of the random density fluctuation amplitude and factor h X (l ,  ) k X c on the coordinate along
the ray trajectory are shown in Fig.10a for different computation moments.
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As it is seen in the figure the factor hX is substantially larger than unity all over the trajectory and increases
further when approaching the cut-off surface. This enhancement is associated with a small separation of the cutoff and the UHR layers in our experiment. Due to this effect the phase integral (3) is steeply growing when
approaching the turning point lc , as it is seen in Fig.10b, and gets the value close to π/4.
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FIG.11 The DR signal phase temporal variation. Fast synthetic signal
computed DR signal phase there is 0.93,
– dashed line (SD = 0.93); experiment – solid line (SD = 1.23).
whereas for the measured phase SD it is
1.23. The latter value is close to the
computed one and to the level, which indicates the borderline for the DR diagnostics transition into the nonlinear
regime of operation. In this parameter domain, strictly speaking, the reciprocity theorem (1) is not applicable.
The obtained agreement of the measured and computed DR signal random phase standard deviation and its
relatively high value demonstrates importance of the first, based upon nonlinear effects, explanation of the
drastic disagreement of the experimental and fast synthetic RCDR diagnostics results. A comparatively low
threshold of the X-mode DR transition to the regime nonlinear in the turbulence amplitude is explained by the
probing wave strong dispersion.
In the nonlinear wave propagation and scattering regime the synthetic DR diagnostics should be based upon a
full-wave code accounting for the turbulence influence on the probing and scattering wave propagation [25].
Nevertheless an estimation of the multiple small-angle scattering effect onto the RCDR CCF could be obtained
just by multiplying the DR signal As  t  provided by the reciprocity theorem (1) by the phase factor

exp i ( , t , lc ) and evaluation of the CCF for the modified signals As  t  exp i  , t , lc   at different probing
frequencies. The corresponding modified fast synthetic DR CCF appears to be close to the CCF provided by the
full-wave synthetic diagnostics, as it is seen in Fig.9a, thus confirming this approach based on the natural
assumption justified in theory that the backscattering in DR is well localised in the trajectory turning point
vicinity [26] whereas the phase modulation is performed by the long-scale fluctuations all over the trajectory
[12].
It should be underlined that the CCF provided by the full-wave synthetic diagnostics is very close to the
experimental one, thus demonstrating a minor role of the second reason mentioned above, namely, providing an
argument in favour of correct description of the turbulence radial wavenumber spectrum by the GK code with
the utilized grid. It is necessary to stress that the computational grid cell sizes (0.07cm - radial and 0.06cm –
poloidal) are sufficient for adequate description of fluctuations contributing to the DR signal (poloidal
wavenumber - 0.4cm) and corresponding to the measured radial correlation length (radial wavelength - 0.7cm).
Therefore possibly distortions in numerical description of much smaller scale fluctuations result in
underestimation of the measured poloidal scale turbulent fluctuation amplitude by the ELMFIRE code.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

Basing on the results of the paper one should conclude that the ELMFIRE code benchmarking against the FT-2
X-mode Doppler reflectometry experimental data utilising the fast linear and full-wave DR synthetic diagnostics
have demonstrated a good agreement between the measured and computed DR frequency spectra. For all used
incidence angles both the spectra frequency shift and width, and in many cases the spectra form, were similar.
The mean fluctuation velocity was close in the DR measurements and in the synthetic diagnostics. The GAM
characteristics provided by the measurements and by the synthetic DR appear to be close, as well.
However the variation of the DR signal at growing incidence angles in experiment is slower than predicted by
both synthetic diagnostics. This difference could be presumably attributed to the overestimation of the turbulence
poloidal wavenumber spectrum decay rate with growing wavenumber due to incorrect modelling in the smallscale domain.

The substantial difference was found also in the decay of the DR signal CCFs with growing frequency shift in
the probing wave channels. The quick decrease of the RCDR coherence observed in the experiment and fullwave synthetic diagnostic compared to the fast synthetic RCDR is attributed to the phase modulation of the
probing wave in the former two cases due to the long-scale density fluctuations, which is shown to be close to
π/4 both in the specially performed measurements and in the GK modelling. In spite of the fact that this value
indicates only the beginning of the transition to the fluctuation reflectometry nonlinear regime, which therefore
is not influencing the DR spectra, it already has a strong influence on the RCDR performance. A comparatively
low threshold (in density fluctuation RMS and probing trajectory length) of the X-mode DR transition to the
regime nonlinear in the turbulence amplitude due to the probing wave strong dispersion should also be
mentioned.
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